Introduction

Power electronics today is about the constant pursuit of efficiency improvements as well as cost and size reduction.

In this challenging power conversion scenario, silicon carbide (SiC) power switches are gaining prominence: for 1200 V power switches, silicon carbide MOSFETs are becoming an increasingly viable alternative to conventional silicon technologies. The advanced and innovative properties of wide band-gap materials help ensure that ST’s SiC MOSFETs exhibit low on-state resistance*area in comparison with silicon MOSFETs, even at high temperatures, and excellent switching performance versus the best-in-class 1200 V IGBTs in all temperature ranges, thus simplifying the thermal design of power electronic systems.

With far lower switching losses than for comparable Si-based switches, SiC devices can operate at switching frequencies two to five times greater than present devices and overall system designs can also benefit from smaller and lighter passive components. The very low leakage currents boost system reliability and consistency even when subject to elevated reverse voltages or temperature increases.

This all means that the efficiency delivered by a SiC MOSFET in any application is significantly higher than silicon-based solutions, especially at high frequencies.

It is therefore crucial to drive SiC MOSFETs in such a way as to facilitate lowest possible conduction and switching losses, which is why this document explains the main principles for obtaining the best performance from ST’s 1200 V SiC MOSFET in your application.

The first ST SiC MOSFET given is the 80 mΩ version (SCT30N120), the device is packaged in the proprietary HiP247™ package and features the industry’s highest junction temperature rating of 200 °C. All the data reported in the present work refers to the SCT30N120.
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1 How to minimize conduction losses

SiC MOSFETs require a higher gate voltage swing than standard super-junction MOSFETs or IGBTs. We recommend a +20 V positive bias gate drive to minimize $R_{DS(on)}$ and hence conduction losses.

It is therefore evident that SiC MOSFETs offer clear advantages over other SiC devices in terms of:

- DC current requirements – it does not require any gate current to sustain the conduction state
- simplified driving circuits – only gate resistors and a simple 0 to 20 V input waveform are needed

It is unnecessary and even undesirable to drive SiC MOSFETs with more than +20 V in the positive direction as the $V_{GS}$ absolute maximum rating is +25 V. It is possible to go as low as +18 V, but this increases the $R_{DS(on)}$ by about 25% at 20 A, 25 °C. The possibility of using a negative bias gate voltage to completely turn-off the device is treated in the following section dedicated to the switching loss minimization.

Figure 1: SCT30N120 output characteristics ($T_j = 25$ °C)

![Figure 1: SCT30N120 output characteristics (Tj = 25 °C)](image-url)
2 How to minimize switching losses

SiC MOSFETs are tailored for easy-to-drive devices, able to operate at up to five times the switching frequency of comparable IGBTs, resulting in more compact, reliable and efficient designs for applications such as solar inverters, high-voltage power supplies and high efficiency drives.

To optimize switching performance, a key factor in achieving the “quantum leap” in power electronics, certain unique operating characteristics need to be understood and implemented.

The main aspects influencing switching behavior are:

- turn-off energy ($E_{\text{off}}$) dependence on $R_g$ and $V_{\text{GS-off}}$ (negative bias gate voltage)
- turn-on energy ($E_{\text{on}}$) dependence on $R_g$
- Miller effect, which affects $E_{\text{on}}$ and $E_{\text{rr}}$ (reverse recovery energy)
- gate drive current requirements

All tests are subject to the $V_{\text{GS-on}} = +20$ V condition for the reasons discussed in the previous section. The results regarding the above mentioned parameters can be extended to the entire SiC MOSFET family, except for gate current requirements that strongly depend on the device current rating associated with the gate charge magnitude.
2.1 Turn-off energy ($E_{\text{off}}$) dependence on $R_g$ and $V_{gs-off}$

As with any majority carrier device, SiC MOSFETs have no tail, so the turn-off switching energy ($E_{\text{off}}$) is due to the overlap between the drain-source voltage and drain current during the voltage rise time and the current fall time.

Turn-off losses inherently depend on the device itself (as opposed to turn-on switching losses, which can depend on the reverse recovery charge of an external silicon or SiC diode, as in BOOST converters and many other topologies), hence the unrivaled turn-off speed of the SiC MOSFET is a feature of this new technology that separates it from other 1200 V power actuators.

$E_{\text{off}}$ can be lowered by draining more current from the gate, by either:

- reducing the gate resistance ($R_g$)
- using a negative bias gate voltage during off time

The SCT30N120 $E_{\text{off}}$ dependence on gate resistance is illustrated below.
Obviously, as the gate resistance drops, the drain-source overshoot (peak voltage exceeding the VDD) increases, but the SCT30N120 exhibits only slight overshoot variation with gate resistance. The maximum VDS across the MOSFET increases by only 50 V when the gate resistance moves in to the 1 to 10 $\Omega$ range, hence the voltage margin is at least 20%, even when $R_g = 1 \Omega$. Parasitic inductance between the drain and the positive clamp voltage should be minimized.

The following electrical waveform diagrams clearly depict the voltage overshoot and Eoff variation with $R_g$.
These figures demonstrate that the largest turn-off losses occur during voltage rise time, which can be significantly shortened by lowering the gate resistance. Moreover, the small gate charge needed to switch the device and the low transconductance value:

- eliminate the gate-source Miller plateau when $R_g = 1 \, \Omega$ (see Figure 4)
- give a flat $V_{GS}$ for a period in the order of tens of nanoseconds when $R_g = 10 \, \Omega$ (see Figure 5)

The use of a negative voltage to turn off the MOSFET helps reduce turn-off losses further since it increases the voltage drop across the gate resistance, thus enabling faster charge extraction from the gate. For any gate resistance value, the $E_{off}$ decreases by 35% to 40% when the off voltage moves from 0 V down to -5 V.
2.2 Turn-on energy ($E_{on}$) vs. $R_g$

Turn-on performance is also improved by reducing the gate resistance. The variation is less evident than turn-off, but when the gate resistance moves in the 1 to 10 $\Omega$ range, the turn-on energy decreases almost by 40%. The lower energy must be compatible with the di/dt limits associated with the application’s EMI specifications, since di/dt significantly increases with low $R_g$ values.

The negative bias gate voltage has no impact on the turn-on energy of the stand-alone SiC MOSFET, only slightly extending the effective turn-on delay time due to the larger gate voltage swing.

The negative gate drive bias can significantly improve turn-on performance in half-bridge derived topologies (half-bridge, full-bridge, etc.) because the switch $E_{on}$ is influenced by the Miller effect.
2.3 Miller effect on $E_{on}$ and $E_{rr}$

A voltage change, $\frac{dv_{DS}}{dt}$, occurs across the upper switch when turning on the low-side MOSFET in a half-bridge. This creates a current which charges the parasitic capacitance $C_{GD}$ of the upper MOSFET; this current flows via the Miller capacitance, the gate resistor and the $C_{GS}$ (capacitances $C_{GD}$ and $C_{GS}$ form a capacitive voltage divider). If the voltage drop across the gate resistor exceeds the threshold voltage of the upper MOSFET, a parasitic turn-on known as 'Miller turn-on' or 'Miller effect' occurs, which can significantly impact overall leg switching losses. Parasitic turn-on may also occur when the high-side MOSFET is switched-on and a current flows through the Miller capacitance of the lower switch.

The SiC MOSFET is also affected by this phenomenon. In the test circuit below, the SCT30N120 implementing the high-side switch is kept off by a negative supply voltage applied across the gate and source ($V_{off-HS}$ is in the 0 to -10 V range) in series with the turn-off gate resistor ($R_{off-HS}$).

The turn-on of the low side switch, also implemented by the SCT30N120, causes the $\frac{dv_{DS}}{dt}$ across the HS switch. Gate resistors $R_{off-LS}$ and $R_{on-LS}$ are connected to the gate of the LS MOSFET to manage turn-off and turn-on switching. The test circuit below shows how the HS MOSFET Miller turn-on negatively affects the LS MOSFET $E_{on}$.

![Miller turn-on test circuit](image)

Figure 8: Miller turn-on test circuit

Analysis of the Miller turn-on phenomenon involves investigating how the low-side $E_{on}$ and high-side $E_{rr}$ vary with $R_{off-HS}$, $R_{on-LS}$ and $V_{off-HS}$.

$E_{rr}$ is the switching energy dissipated by the SiC MOSFET after the conduction of its intrinsic body diode. In the absence of the Miller effect, it is negligible due to the excellent
SiC reverse recovery characteristics. In the presence of Miller turn-on, however, the reverse recovery energy can significantly impact the global switching loss.

The Miller effect may occur in a half-bridge converter under one or more of the following conditions:

- a high dV/dt (a lower value of $R_{on-LS}$)
- a high value of $R_{off-HS}$
- a high value of the intrinsic $R_D$ of the MOSFET
- a high value of the capacitive divider $C_{GD}/C_{GS}$

Three combinations of $R_{off-HS}$, $R_{on-LS}$ are therefore tested while $V_{off-HS}$ moves from -10 V to 0 V:

1. $R_{on-LS} = 4.7 \, \Omega$, $R_{off-HS} = 2.2 \, \Omega$ (best case for Miller effect)
2. $R_{on-LS} = 4.7 \, \Omega$, $R_{off-HS} = 15 \, \Omega$ (worst case for Miller effect)
3. $R_{on-LS} = R_{off-HS} = 15 \, \Omega$ (intermediate case)

Do not exceed -6 V in the negative direction so as to maintain a safe margin with respect to the -10 V $V_{GS}$ absolute maximum rating (the $V_{off-HS} = -10 \, V$ scenario is included in the results for the purposes of completeness only).

Therefore, at least one of the following rules must be adopted when the SCT30N120 operates in half-bridge derived topologies:

1. implement separate turn-on and turn-off paths with the correct ratio between turn-on and turn-off gate resistors: always maintain $R_{g-on} > 1.5 * R_{g-off}$
2. use a negative off voltage in the -6 V to -4 V range to keep the MOSFET off

A small negative gate-source voltage (-2 V approx.), even if it is not mandatory, can further reduce losses and increase robustness when condition 1 (which is easier to implement) is satisfied.
2.5 Gate drive current requirements

The gate current needed to turn a MOSFET on or off can be easily calculated using the gate charge, which can be directly read from the relevant datasheet.

The SCT30N120 total gate charge (Q_g) is typically 106 nC at V_{DD} = 800 V, I_D = 20 A, V_{GS} = -2 to 20 V.

The image below shows the total amount of charge measured as the integral of the gate current during turn-on.

**Figure 10: SCT30N120 gate charge (turn-on at V_{DD}=800 V, I_D=20 A, T_j=25 °C)**

The relatively small total gate charge that the driver must source and sink for any switching cycle is due to the SiC MOSFET having the lowest Figure-of-Merit R_{ds(on)}*Q_g of all 1200 V switches.

Inadequate driver current capability during sourcing and sinking will compromise the excellent switching performance of the SiC MOSFET because, as mentioned above, the switching energy strongly decreases with gate resistance.

For maximum switching speed, the driver must be able to source or sink the gate peak current measured at R_g = 1 Ω, V_{GS-on} = +20 V and V_{GS-off} = -2 V (see **Figure 2**).

The following turn-on and turn-off commutation images clearly show the driver sourcing and sinking requirements when driving the SCT30N120.
The peak gate current is lower than 2 A in both cases; under any other test condition (higher case temperatures and lower drain current values), the gate current decreases slightly at turn-off and increases by a similar amount at turn-on.

Both the voltage across the gate resistor and the gate current are limited by the parasitic source inductance and the drain current di/dt; Figure 11 in fact shows a high degree of ringing on the gate current caused by the oscillating $I_D$ and the source inductance at turn-on.

Ideally, if the effect of the parasitic $L$ were removed, we would expect the source current to exceed 2 A during turn-on, while during turn-off at $R_g=1$ $\Omega$ (see Figure 12) the gate current is quite stable and independent of the drain current.
3 Gate driver specs and implementation

The following is a short list of the minimum gate driving requirements:

1. Dv/dt transient immunity: ±50 V/ns across the entire temperature range
   SiC MOSFETs are tailored to switch fast and operate at high frequencies, hence the
   intrinsic device dv/dt is higher than that observed on silicon IGBTs.

2. Minimum differential supply voltage swing: 22-28 V
   SiC MOSFETs require a higher positive gate drive voltage (+20 V) and, depending on
   the application, a negative OFF gate voltage in the -2 V to -6 V range. The maximum
   supply voltage rating of the driver must be between 22 V and 28 V depending on
   whether a negative OFF voltage is applied. Given that the gate charge required to
   switch the device is low, the higher voltage swing doesn't affect the required gate drive
   power.

3. The current capability (sink/source current) to drive the 1200 V, 100 mΩ SCT30N120 is
   2 A minimum across all temperatures
   It is required to enable the lowest achievable switching losses as the waveforms
   reported in the previous paragraph clearly show that the gate peak current is close to
   2 A at maximum switching speeds (external gate resistor = 1 Ω).

The ideal SiC MOSFET gate driver therefore represents a 'black box' that enables the full
potential of the device. It must therefore drive the gate with a higher voltage swing and
larger current capability than common IGBT drivers.

The STGAP1S gapDRIVE™ is the preferred ST option to drive SiC MOSFETs among the
several ST solutions available: it is a galvanically isolated single gate driver with advanced
protection, configuration and diagnostic features for N-channel MOSFETs and IGBTs.

Figure 13: STGAP1S block diagram
The STGAP1S driver features 5 A current capability and the output driver section provides a rail-to-rail output with the possibility of using a negative gate driver supply. Furthermore, separate sink and source outputs provide high flexibility and facilitate BoM reduction for external components.

The Miller clamp protection function is included to control the Miller current during power stage switching in half-bridge configurations. When the power switch is in the OFF state, the driver operates to avoid the induced turn-on phenomenon that may occur due to the $C_{GD}$ capacitance when the other switch in the same leg is being turned on.

During the turn-off period, the switch gate is monitored via the CLAMP pin. The CLAMP switch is activated when gate voltage drops below the voltage threshold $V_{CLAMPth}$, thus creating a low impedance path between the switch gate and the VL pin, see the figure below.

**Figure 14: Example of Miller clamp protection connection**
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